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GET A HUSTLE ON YOU.

Have you ever noticed signs of this kind: “No loafing allowed.” “Don’t
talk to employes during business hours.” “No visiting here.” Have you
ever thought why these signs are posted in elevators, over soda fountains
and in stores, shops and factories? It is because friends and associates run
to these places to talk shop, politics, club, society, balls and church matters
to employes during business hours, and, notwithstanding these silent re-
minders, our people continue to do this thing anyhow. It is not right. It is
not just to your friend or fair to his employer nor honorable in you. We
want it stopped. Several business places have issued orders not to serve
colored people, not because they object to Colored trade, but because some
lazy, trifling, thoughtless colored people who have more time than business,

more gall than money or sense, insists on hanging around and talking non-
sense instead of waiting ’till closing hours to transact business. 1 The col-
ored places of business are especially cursed with this kind of junk. Restau-
rants, barber shops, and even undertaking parlors find it hard to rid them-
selves of this material. Then won't take a hint. You can’t insult them, and
what is a busy man to do? The Colorado Statesman sees that these things
hre hurting us and we are going to help you to put an end to it. Cut this
out and hang it up where all can see it, and put under it in great, big letters:
This means you. If you will send us the names of these intrduers, hangers-
on, day sleepers, we will mail them some printed matter. We are trying to
help the merchants and protect the employes and save the race.

APPRECIATION OF OUR EDITORIALS.

A layman has written the Colorado Statesman expressing appreciation
of its editorials, saying that “the subjects selected are of national impor-
tance as well as of local interest, and their treatment is clear, clean, full and
instructive; that marked copies of the Colorado Statesman are sent out of
the state to friends elsewhere and that our editorials are copied and com-
mented upon by other newspapers, and that the enthusiasm and optimistic
spirit of our articles is far-reaching in good results.”

The Colorado Statesman thanks its readers for their compliments.
Information relative to city, state and national interests are usually

most valuable and interesting only to intelligent readers. Truth is the end
of all intelligent discussion and the treatment of important subjects by

strong editorials will make a newspaper doubly valuable.
Only important news items are of much interest to general readers now,

but the interesting editorial page will occupy one’s leisure at any time. It
is the editorial page that gives food for thought and difference of opinion.
A good editorial page gives more prominence and value to advertisements.
The editor who habitually neglects his editorial page or fails occasionally

to quote opinions of other editors is certain to lose the interest of his readers
and make his paper a poor investment for advertisers as well as subscribers.

The Colorado Statesman wishes to thank its readers for their apprecia-

tion of editorials and to say we are more than glad to know that the time
has come when the colored people can enter into appreciation for editorial
work. In many of our colored newspapers this important part is over-
looked and the notes of correspondents and social functions made the most
prominent thing; but as the race advances in general intelligence they will
also become more discriminating in the amount, character and exactness of
the editorials. The Colorado Statesman will try to keep in the front ranks
of the procession. This paper has never lacked for editorial material—our
trouble has been simply to confine ourselves to the space and time and im-
portance of the subjects at our disposal. Make it a point to read our edi-
torials every week and you will catch the spirit of the times and be a booster.

Smile and push for the Colorado Statesman.

THE PEOPLE’S DUTY TO THE NEWSPAPER.

The Hubscribers and readers of the Colorado Statesman have a reciprocal
duty to the paper that comes into tlieir hands fifty-two times a year —we

never miss an issue. The first duty is to see that the management get th&r
money. Newspapers, like churches, societies and other businesses, cannot
run without money, therefore prompt pay is essential.

Second—lf the Colorado Statesman is a good paper—we try to make it
the best —then you ought to try to increase its circulation and subscription,
just as you try to get new members into your church and lodge. It means a
stronger church or better lodge, just as increased circulation makes a better
newspaper.

Third —The mission of this paper is the collection, condensation —for
that is necessary these busy days—and disseminating of news of a healthy,
interesting and beneficial nature to the race. This paper has demonstrated
this beyond any question during the past twenty years. But it is impossible
to get all of the happenings of importance in a city like Denver unless notice
of these events are mailed to our office. Very often meetings of an inter-
esting nature are held, entertainments given, socials, parties and banquets
carried out, sports, games and reunions conducted, concerts, lectures and in-
stallations indulged in, business transactions, sales and changes pulled off
successfully, and people wonder why it is not referred to in our paper.
Simply because the management is not aware of the happening, or press
tickets or newspaper courtesy mailed or presented to us so that we might
send our reporter to get the facts. There are ethics in newspaper work the
same as in other service, and promoters of entertainments ought to make
provision for the press the same as they do for other kinds of publicity. The
people of Denver want the news. The Colorado Statesman is prepared to
give it. This is our business, and it is the indispensable duty of every one

to assist in getting it to us so that the public may have it’promptly. The
Colorado Statesman does not charge for space and will not charge except

for that of an advertising nature. We will publish all matter mailed to us,
reserving, of course, the right to edit the same. Let the public take notice
of this and do your duty.

TO OUR VOTERS.

The recall election and the completion of registration having passed, the
three parties—Republican, Democrat and Progressive—have started today to

push their campaign in the most vigorous fashion. Voters are urged to exer-

cise a particular interest in this election, as from the activity of the respec-
tive parties and the unprecedented aggregate registration, there should be
no reason why the Republican party should not be the recipient of the ma-

jority of votes for the various positions on Tuesday, November 3rd.
Here’s an opportunity to show how and what we have gained from the

present administration by returning the whole Republican ticket that is of-
fered for election, demonstrating that as far as we are concerned, another
chance will never be afforded the Democrats to give such a glaring proof of
their segregation policy, which is more than absurd, and reflecting on a na-

tion which boasts of its liberty and freedom among its citizens.
In the forthcoming election we are empowered to return representatives

for the state and federal offices, and the time has come when the scales must
be removed from our eyes; when conscience must awaken; when we must

have a true realization of the conditions that confront us, and the circum-
stances that surround us must dissolve before the sunrise of true American-
ism and patriotic display of her children.

In the future issues of this paper full instructions will be given regard-

ing the headless ballot system and the court ruling on the question of alien
voting, and our endeavor to put the matter plainly before our subscribers and

the public will be rewarded, we hope, with the return of our candidates by a
large majority. Let us prove, therefore, by our votes that the spirit of true
Republicanism is still alive within us.

Announcements of candidates’ platforms, principles and pledges for the
campaign will be found in succeeding issues, and everyone should have a
particular interest in attending the meetings which will be held during the
time previous to election. We have always given through our columns the
best advices that will support our cause and keep Intact the establishment

of aood government, and so it is our earnest desire to once more prove the
intelligence of our people in exercising the franchise to their best advantage.

Relation of Music
to Human Progress

By GEORGE JAY SMITHEducator and Author, Boston. Mass.

There is about the same
relation between music and
human progress as between
polished mahogany furni-
ture and happiness or be-
tween silk stockings and
life.

Music is just a luxury. It exists as a means of emotional satisfac-
tion, varying from titillation to debauch. When, at the symphony, the
sweet wail of the violins and the lender bird notes of the flutes are now
or again overpowered by the clarion of the trumpets we feel our flesh
thrill and we clap our hands like children, with naive joy. Or when, at
the opera, the stirring appeal of the heroic tenor or the high flight of the
enamored soprano floats us away on a great wave of exaltation, we are
merely being lifted out of our accustomed contact with banality—we are
having, for the lime being, a sense of pleasure that amounts to luxury.

An orchestra seat at the Metropolitan opera costs $6. If that fact
doesn t prove music to be a luxury what could? People don’t pay $6
for three hours of “uplift” or soul-development, hut for an emotional
spree. They say we don’t care anything about the necessaries, but we
must have tljp luxuries of life. And they are right, in away, for life is
worth while in projiortion as we get rich sensations out of it.

In a word, the progress of art is the progress of luxury. The finer,,
rarer, newer sorts of sense-gratification don’t “get” us until we have
learned to be susceptible to them. It’s hard work for some of us. We
have to listen, at first rebelliously, then maybe prayerfully; and if, eventu-
ally, our efforts are rewarded, what have we gained? Why, this: a new
sort of pleasure, in which, perhaps, a distinct element is the knowledge
that not everybody is of the initiate.

In the world of music, then, there is a sort of ladder, a hierarchy
Music began with instruments of percussion—tomtoms and the like. Lots
of people are still in the tomtom stage. At the top of the ladder are
the fellows who despise opera, because in opera the effect is partly due
to words and acting and scenery. They even despise all vocal music. It
is not “pure” music. For them nothing but the instrumental counts at all.
But, for the most part, these people are strong for Beethoven. They arc
agonized by the ultra-modern music. It is pleasant to reflect that even
they have something to grow to.

The rest of us arc scattered along the line, as devotees of opera, or
brass hands, or street pianos, or restaurant quartets, or even musical
comedies. Just what sort of music appeals to one doesn’t really matter,
so far as human progress is concerned. I can’t see that a liking for the
bones and the banjo isn’t as unselfish and harmless and even as benefi-
cial as a passion for Brahms. The
French are the wise people: “Chacun
a son gout.”

English Are Reticent
Concerning Their Riches

By ROBERT L. DYSON, Chicago

After all, England is the
country where the real big
money of the world is. In
the United States we have
a large number of individ-
uals who have managed to
pile up colossal fortunes,

hut in England there are thousands of men of great wealth about whose
financial strength the public hears and knows nothing. Over here the enor-
mously rich are catalogued, bub there is no such publicity in the old coun-
try. Englishmen are naturally more reserved and they have a horror of
anything that savors of boasting about their bank accounts.

Last summer I was the guest of a gentleman at his beautiful country
place about an hours ride out of London. He lived handsomely, but not
ostentatiously. •

Attacked by a sudden complaint that carried him to the grave before
I sailed for home, I was greatly surprised to see in the regular publication
of (lie Times, that gives the list and value of the estates of decedents, that
the property left by him amounted to £11,000,000 sterling,or $55,000,000
in United States money.

Later a mutual friend told me that scarcely anyone knew how con-
siderable was the fortune of the deceased, and added that it was very
common in England for the wealthy to give no hint of their real monetary-
status. 1

Procrastination Is
Bane of Travelers

By E. L. CRAWFORD, Baltimore, Md.

Procrastination is the
bane of commercial trnveleri
more than any other class
of men, I sometimes think.

I have heard many a
drummer tell hard-luck sto-

—— ¦— vies of what he had lost by
delaying an intended visit to some customer, and I have had mournful
experiences in the same line.

Once I stood in front of the establishment of a very liberal patron in
Louisville, undecided whether to enter or wait until morning. It was
then about 5:30 in the afternoon and I finally, decided that it was too
late to bother the proprietor.

At nine o’clock the next day I was in his private office and told him
of what had transpired the preceding afternoon, adding that I knew it
was better to have waited.

“Great Jehosaphat.” he answered. “Do you mean to say that you
stood out there on the sidewalk and went away without seeing me? Well
it was a a miserable trick you played on yourself, for 1 was in my private
office at that very hour writing an order to your firm for $6,000 worth of
goods. I had to have ’em in a hurry, but if I had only known you were
coming you assuredly would have received that order direct.” I came
nearer fainting than I ever did in my life, but it (aught me a.good lesson.

Drug Habit is Be-
coming More General
By Dr. Thomas R. Wellman, San Francisco

The drug habit is becom-
ing more general in the
United States each year. II
is hard to believe, but 400,-
000 pounds of opium was
imported into the United
States last year. Opium is

riot the only drug that is being consumed in large quantities in this country
It is estimated that Americans addicted to the cocaine habit consume
150,000 ounces of the drug each year.

The amount of opium used in the United States is fifteen times as
much as is consumed in Germany, Austria and Italy combined.

Only 20 per cent of the drug finds its way into the legitimate practice
of doctors, the rest being used by persons who have acquired the habit.

One of the startling facts that is not generally known by the public
is that about 23 per cent of the medical profession are addicted to the
drug habit. A new drug has recently come on the market, which is known
as heroin and is sold openly on the market in many places.

It is a new product of opium and is claiming hundreds of victims all
over the United States.
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